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MOBILE SAFETY

ABS2-4S
BLIND SPOT ASSIST SYSTEM

with 4 SENSOR REVERSING SYSTEM

INSTALLATION MANUAL

SPECIFICATIONS

Sensors:   Black 18mm ultrasonic - paintable  
Side Sensors:  E, F  
Rear Sensors:  A, B, C, D  
Mounting:  E mounted in the left side of rear bumper  
   F mounted in the right side of rear bumper  
   A, B, C, D mounted in rear bumper of vehicle  
Detection Range: Side Sensors - ±3 metre  
   Rear Sensors - 0.3 ~ 2 metre  
Installation Height: Side Sensors - ±50cm  
   Rear Sensors - 60 ~ 80cm  
Warning LED’s;  2 x 20mm  (mounted left & right in view of driver)  
LED Display:  Compact showing distance & direction  
   with audible buzzer  
Working Current: ±200mA  
Rated Voltage:  12V DC   (9~16V)  
    

2WARRANTY
YEAR

Assists driver information when changing lanes and parking.
Detects cars passing when changing lanes. Two LED indicators.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

With increasing volumes of traffic and road congestion, the risk of traffic acci-
dents grows.  Even minor bumps and scrapes can be very costly to repair with 
added inconvenience to the car owner. The limited field of view when driving, 
especially at night, in bad weather, or when changing lanes may  contribute to 
unexpected and sometime fatal incidents. AXIS has created this new BLIND SPOT 
ASSIST SYSTEM which perfectly combines both blind spot and reversing assist.  The 
system is composed of six ultrasonic sensors, a control box, high-class LED display 
and buzzer, plus two small LED warning lights. 
   
When reversing, the four sensors can detect obstacles behind the vehicle and 
warn the driver.  When driving or changing lanes, two sensors installed in the 
sides of the back bumper can detect obstacles beside the vehicle and the 
corresponding light will illuminate to inform the driver about the passing vehicle. 
Also the LED dislay mounted on the dash or console will show the distance 
and direction.        
 
         
PRINCIPAL FUNCTION   
         
1.  Inform the driver of obstacles beside the car     
2.  Assist the driver to change lanes      
3.  Assist the driver to detect the blind area 
4.  Two LED lights for direction notification      
5.  Alarm buzzes if cars passing when changing lanes    
6.  2 sensors for blind spot assist; 4 for reverse detection    
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RADAR DISPLAY STATUS

BLIND SPOT DETECTING RANGE
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RADAR DISPLAY STATUS
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RADAR SENSOR INSTALLATION
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BLIND SPOT SENSOR INSTALLATION 
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  3   The accurate drilling posi on should 

      Measure  height beside the  

      
car to get the area: 60CM H 80CM

Measure and mark the horizontal 

be as at as possible. The arc angle 
should be less than 10 degree to avoid 
late detec on or avoid shortening 
the le and right) detec on range.

E

the axis line 

area between the axis line of the le
and right) rear wheels and 20cm  

behind the le wheel.  

Then choose the le d right) drilling 
posi on in the bumper for E d F) 
sensor, as shown in the shadow area.
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moisture
and damage.

1. The car must be powered-off during the installation.
2.

3. The sensors should be securely installed.

Ultrasonic switches and electric equipment may 
affect performance.

4.

5.

Performance may be affected if the sensors are fixed in a
metallic bumper.

6.

Avoid installing the digital control box near places of
interference, such as exhausts wiring.
Test the system to make sure it works normally.

7. This system is a reversing aid and the manufacturer will take no
responsibility for any accident after the kit is installed.

8. Install the LED indicator lights facing the driver so that both
(especially the passenger side LED indicator light) are  
completely visible in the driver’s peripheral vision.  

NOTES
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